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WirelessIDEA Available for Online Purchase
San Francisco, CA / Vancouver, BC – October 3, 2011

iaSolution Inc., formerly part of Aplix Corporation and now part of Aplix parent GAIA Holdings, announced
today that WirelessIDEA, iaSolution’s M2M solution for module manufacturers and M2M application
developers, is now available for purchase on the Sierra Wireless website
at http://www.sierrawireless.com/wirelessidea.
The library, initially released in February, was previously available for download and evaluation, with licensing
done traditionally. Now developers have the ability to simply and conveniently purchase licenses online and
deploy apps written in the Java programming language to devices in the field. Sierra Wireless’ Open AT‐
enabled products are the only wireless modules with this capability, offering the developer community a
powerful, cost‐effective way to strengthen their app deployment efforts in areas like smart grid, telematics,
or logistics.
“Working with Sierra Wireless to deliver this capability and seeing the subsequent response from the
developer community has been gratifying,” said iaSolution R&D Director, Alex Song. “As M2M devices
become more sophisticated, capable, and more widely used to create the Internet of Things, we see
WirelessIDEA as a key enabler of new and exciting applications. With this step, we know that using
WirelessIDEA to further extend how applications are developed, deployed, and maintained in the M2M space
will become even easier.”
Contact Information:
Ken Takagi +1‐415‐558‐8800 or ktakagi@iasolution.net/ ktakagi@aplixcorp.com
“Open AT” is a trademark of Sierra Wireless. Other product or service names mentioned herein may be the
trademarks of their respective owners.
About iaSolution Inc.
Founded in 2000, iaSolution Inc., the group company of GAIA Holding, is responsible for the global operation
of the Aplix brand embedded software products including the global leading Java ME technologies, the well‐
known M2M Java programming environment, and the WAC compliant products. iaSolution was merged with
Aplix Corporation and became its wholly‐owned subsidiary since 2004. (*Aplix Corporation moved into a
holding company structure and changed its name to GAIA Holdings Corporation as of April 1, 2011)
For more information, visit: http://www.iasolution.net.

